A novel fully automatic measurement of apparent breast volume from trunk surface mesh.
This paper presents a novel method for assessing apparent breast volume from trunk surface mesh without any manual intervention. The proposed method requires a closed and smooth triangular mesh of the trunk. It comprises four main steps: automatic nipple localization, automatic breasts delineation, chest-wall interpolation and volume computation. The mean curvature is computed for each vertex using a quadratic fitting approach and used as an indicator to determine the convex fold of the breasts. The delineation is modeled as an ellipse in the frontal plane and all the vertices inside it are removed. The remaining ones are used to interpolate the chest wall with radial basis functions. The voxels inside the resulting mesh without breasts are then subtracted from the original voxelized volume to generate the breasts volume. The validation is conducted on 30 adolescent female for each of which an MRI and a trunk surface (TS) acquisitions were available. Three breast volumes are considered: the anatomical volumes (AV) manually segmented on the MRI, the external volumes computed with the proposed method first in prone position (EVP) using the trunk mesh extracted from the MRI, and second, in standing position (EVS) using the TS's mesh. Significant correlations (R> 0.77) are found between each two of the three volumes. AVs are much larger than both EVS and EPS. In fact, the manual segmentation using MRI slices allows for a direct visualization of the breast posterior delineation. Computed automatically, EVS and EPS are highly similar, indicating that the proposed method is robust to changes from prone to standing position. No significant difference between the regressions on the left and right breasts is noted. Fully-automatic 3D breast volumetry from trunk surface mesh is feasible and provides measurements that are highly correlated to manual MRI volumetry and robust to changes in posture.